RESERVED EASEMENTS:

CNI 56
An easement 25 feet in width for the Box Point Trail. (CNI trail)

CNI 57
An easement two acres in size for the Box Point Trailhead Site. (CNI site)

CNI 58
An easement 25 feet in width for the Deer Trail. (CNI trail)

CNI 59
An easement two acres in size for the Deer Trail Trailhead Site. (CNI site)

CNI 60
An easement 25 feet in width for the Patton Bay Trail. (CNI trail)

CNI 61
An easement two acres in size for the Patton Bay Trailhead Site. (CNI site)

CNI 62
An easement 25 feet in width for the Patton River Trail. (CNI trail)